A force-measuring and behaviour-recording system consisting of 24 individual 3D force plates for the study of single limb forces in climbing animals on a quasi-cylindrical tower.
This study describes the design of a new force measuring array with a quasi-cylindrical surface for measuring the 3D ground reaction forces of animals climbing on a surface with high curvature. This force-measuring array was assembled from 24 individual 3D force sensors, each with a resolution at the millinewton (mN) level, which were installed from top to bottom in four columns and six rows, with sensors in neighbouring columns staggered in height. Three cameras were used to simultaneously record the climbing behaviours of animals (in these experiments tree frogs) on the cylinder-like force measuring array. We were thus able to simultaneously record the ground reaction forces of each of the four limbs of tree frogs (here six individuals of the Chinese gliding or flying frog, Rhacophorus dennysi, with forelimb spans in the range 163-201 mm) climbing or descending both smooth and rough surfaces on a quasi-cylindrical structure with an overall diameter of 79 mm. We describe the design and calibration of the individual force sensors, their installation and arrangement on the quasi-cylindrical climbing tower, the recording of ground reaction forces and climbing behaviour, data transformations necessitated by the angular relationship of neighbouring sensors, and data processing using MATLAB scripts. Additionally, we present preliminary data on the use of a clamping grip by climbing frogs and the existence of small pull-off forces that aid toe-pad detachment at the end of each locomotor stance phase.